
Chapter 5: Justice and Prejudice

Getting Started
Introduce teens to the concept of prejudice by summarizing, in your own words, the material on page 107 of the

Teacher’s Manual, “Introducing the Chapter.” Optionally, you may also have them read the chapter summary on page
131 of the Student Text; or ask them to read about prejudice on pages 116–122 of the Student Text. Then have them read
the following story. A note about this article: In describing his experience as an African American, the author express-
es strong views that some teens may find challenging. If the discussion of this article shows signs of becoming an argu-
ment with the author, encourage teens to practice empathetic listening—that is, simply acknowledging the reality and
validity of the author’s experience and feelings. Point out that such empathy is a key to overcoming prejudice.

The Story
An African American graduate from the University of Notre Dame shares his different perspective of racial prejudice

with his white friend, Jack, also a graduate of Notre Dame.

DEAR JACK: A LETTER ACROSS THE RACIAL DIVIDE
By Anthony Walton
Dear Jack,
Late one afternoon last summer, we sat for several hours in your car in front of my house talking about sev-

eral recent racially based attacks by whites upon blacks in Maine towns. These attacks, unexpected and out of
character for the state, set you to reading and thinking about what Gunnar Myrdal called “the American dilem-
ma”: the inability of the United States to live up to its stated creeds and goals, a failure that has resulted in a
never-ending conflict. . . .

Access the rest of the story at http://salt.claretianpubs.org/issues/racism/walton.html adapted from Salt of
the Earth, 1997.

Discussion
Lead the teens in a discussion of the following questions:
1. Can you sum up what the author said in this article?

Teens may suggest a variety of points, e.g., that prejudice poisons ordinary social exchanges, that many blacks feel
alienated from the wider American society.

2. What are some examples of prejudice described by the author?
The black security guard who questioned the author’s presence in the hotel; the boy who seemed to feel rejected by the
author; people who use racial slurs such as “nigger,” or who tell racial jokes, or who go out of the way to welcome blacks
in social or business situations.

3. How does the author describe the consequences of such prejudice?
The black person is reminded of his otherness and, eventually, loses hope and gives up on the wider society.

4. Have you had experiences similar to those described by the author? How are your experiences similar to or
different from the author’s?
Encourage teens to probe their own experiences of prejudice, including how their race, gender, or ethnicity affects those
experiences.

5. Think for a moment about the principles of Catholic social teaching. How do you think prejudice affects
other social justice issues?

Take Action
What do you see in me?
• In this short activity, teens reflect on how prejudice affects them personally. You will need blank paper, col-

orful writing instruments (colored pencils, markers, crayons, etc.), and tape for hanging the paper on the
wall when teens are finished. You can enhance the activity by asking teens to bring a favorite picture of
themselves from home—it could be a current photo, or one from childhood.



• Ask the teens to write “How other people see me” on one side of the paper. If they brought a picture of them-
selves from home, they can tape it to this side of the paper. Then, on the reverse side of the paper, they
should write “How I see myself.” Explain that when they are finished, the top of the papers will be taped to
the wall to make a sort of gallery that the teens can browse through, flipping each paper up in order to reveal
how each person sees himself or herself. Accordingly, “How I see myself” should be written “upside down”
in relation to the “How others see me” side of the paper.

• Explain that on the “How others see me” side of the paper, the teens should write down words, phrases, or
sentences describing how they think others perceive them. On the “How I see myself” side, they should
write words, phrases, and sentences that describe how they perceive themselves. Allow the teens time to do
this.

• When all the teens are finished, tape their papers to the wall along the top edge of the paper, so that each
can be flipped up to reveal the teens’ perceptions of themselves on the other side.

• Allow the teens some time to browse through the different papers; encourage the teens to share their
thoughts and reactions as they do so.

• When everyone has finished viewing the papers, discuss the contrast between the “How others see me” and
the “How I see myself” sides of the paper. Some possible discussion questions include: Did anyone learn
something new about another teen? Did anyone realize they had misperceptions about another teen? Could
any of these misperceptions be called either positive or negative prejudice? Does it matter whether people
see the “real you”? How do others’ misperceptions affect you? How are such misperceptions like or dislike
other forms of prejudice (racial, gender, and so on)? Do people always accurately perceive how others view
them? Can others’ perceptions help someone see something new in themselves? How can we overcome neg-
ative misperceptions and prejudices about one another?

Additional Activities
• Distribute copies of the “Personal Survey” of racism on page 208 of the Teacher’s Manual. Have teens dis-

cuss the results.
• Bring in a videotaped sitcom for analysis as described in the “Extending the Session” section of the Teacher’s

Manual on page 114.

Additional Resources
For additional books, videos, and websites related to this topic, see pages 107–109 of the Teacher’s Manual.


